The Stream
Creative Mentorship Package
Introduction
THE STREAM
PRICING
four one-on-one mentorship

In my heart, I am a creator. My hands ache to be splattered with watercolor
paints, my eyes yearn to devour the words - my words - that I put onto the
page. This passion for creating ensures an intentional, empathetic
perspective as you negotiate all of the enchanting and frustrating moments
in your own storytelling journey.

sessions
$400

As your creative mentor, I want to hear all of the details about your
work that make your heart sing and offer my advice on any areas I see

additional mentorship
sessions
$85 per hour

that may need a bit of refinement. Creative mentorship is, first and
foremost, a conversation. The Stream begins with a series of four onehour mentorship sessions, where I guide you through the genesis of
your work to its completion.

gentle proofreading
$75 per hour

Yet I also know the feeling of those questions that send a quiver in your
heart: does this work possess commercial appeal ? What sort of
audience will my work appeal to? Where in the story is it appropriate to
play with genre, form, or characterization?
Flexibility is one of the top priorities of The Stream. This package is
designed to allow for further conversations and additional proofreading
services as you develop your narrative should the need arise, regardless
of where you are in your journey. The Stream ensures that I am there to
consistently listen, collaborate, and guide.

INTENTION | DIRECTION| GRACE
THE CORE TENANTS OF THE STREAM

Sample Mentorship Sessions
Session I: Story / Idea Development

Session II: Elements of Storytelling Craft

Session III: Elements of Narrative Style

Session IV: Being a Self-Critical Editor

This package may suit you if...
First-Time Writers: An idea calls to you from the
fringes of your mind. Everything in your heart
pushes you to set this idea to paper. Yet, your
hand hesitates; you have never written a story
before. This is where I come in.
Students: You have just received your latest
essay assignment for your English class, or you
are considering topics for your upcoming
thesis. Are you addressing critical gaps in
current scholarship? Is your bibliography
thorough? Rest assured: I can answer questions
to streamline your scholarship before you
begin.
Business Owners: Perhaps your website content
needs a bit of spring cleaning, or you added a
new service to your business and wish to
capture your clients' attention. Let's have a chat
about how to truly let your brand flourish.

WHAT'S NEXT?

“All this he saw, for one moment
breathless and intense, vivid on the
morning sky; and still, as he
looked, he lived; and still, as he
lived, he wondered.”
Kenneth Grahame, The Wind in the
Willows

Have I spoken to your soul?
Please reach out to me using the
contact form to discuss your
mentorship needs.
From there, we will develop a
mentorship plan tailored to your
ideas, allowing your thoughts to flow
as smoothly as a forest stream,
shimmering in the summer haze.
Please visit
msadlerwriting.com/contact

